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LIJ Prolegomenon

Strictly speaking, this paper Is true to its title: It does provide some

la.11

co A review of state accountability legislation reveals that states allege a
11cC

Zmultiplicity of purposes for their assessments (Hawthorne, 1974). Some legisla-

"CC tures mandate uniform measurement of all pupils, presumably to provide bases for

=a. individual decisions. More often, however, the legislative objectives of assess-

ment require aggregated information on pupils in various institutions--schools,

psychometric indicators for statewide assessments. However its distribution of

content is skewed, in that indices of stability are given far greater attention

than are indices of validity. The results provided should also have application

in situations other than statewide, assessments. in particular, the, results should

be applicable whenever the psychometric quality of measurements for institutions,

rather than individual is of concern.

14
C) school districts, or specific educational programs. The results of these measure-

ments -e intended to provide bases for decisions concerning the institutions,

011) rather than the individual pupils they serve.

Examples of legislation that motivate institutional measurement Include the

01) Connecticut State Legislature's Public Act Number (1971), that requires the State

1414

effectiveness of educational programs in Connecticut's public schools; Georgia

0 State Senate Bill Number 672 (1974), that requires the State Board of Education

Board of Education to develop an assessment procedure to measure the adequacy and

!Presented as part of a symposium on Advances in the Methodology of State-

wide Assessment, at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research

eld Association, Washington, D.C., April, 1975.
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to establish performance-based criteria to evaluate the instructional program of

each school in the state; and Section 290.1 of the Pennsylvania School District

Reorganization Act of 1963, that requires the State Board of Education to develop

an evaluation procedure for objectively measuring the state's educational pro-

grams.

With statewide educational assessment has come increased attention to tech-

niques and procedures for measurement. Altnough E. L. Thorndike defined the dif-

ference between criterion-referenced and norm-referenced measurement in 1918, and

the Boston Public Schools conducted a criterion-referenced assessment in 1916, both

the term and the practice are enjoying a renaissance that would make one doubt

their earlier origins. The current measurement literature abounds with state-

ments on the relative worth of criterion-referenced and norm - referenced measure-

ment, and articles on methods for assessing the reliability and validity of cri-

terion-referenced measures are numerous (Stanley, 1971; Livingston, 1972a, 1972b,

1973; Harris, i972, 1973; Ebel, 1973; Popham and Husek, 1969).

Since many statewide assessment programs attempt criterion-referenced inter-

pretations of their measurements, one might think that psychometric indices for

such measurements would be sufficient for state assessments. They are not. The

very concept of reliability, although inherently generic, has been developed in

the context of measuring individuals (Lord and Novick, 1968, p. 61; Stanley, 1971,

p. 357; Cronbach, 1951). New reliability formulations intended for use with cri-

terion-referenced measures (Livingston, 1972a) have also been proposed as indices

of the stability of individual assessments. Indices of stability for institution-

al measures are therefore still to be developed. One could support a similar

case for indices of validity.
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Indicators of Stability.

The classical definition of reliability. Lord and Novick (1968, p. 61) de-,

fine the reliability of a test as "a measure of the degree of true-score varia-

tion relative to observed-score variation." As is typical, they refer to varia-

tion among the true scores and observed scores of individuals. The Lord and

Novick definition of reliability can be adapted directly to an index of stability

for the mean measurement performance of a group of pupils. The formulation Is

as follows:

Consistent with classical test theory, assume that the observed measuremenr

for the i -th person is composed of true-score and error terms,

X
1

=T -1-E

that errors are uncorrelated with true Sc'; as, and that errors are uncorrelated

across persons;

P
T E

=0
'

i' I

PE E
j

Assume in addition, that the mean is based upon measures of n persons, chosen from

some larger population through simple random sampling (Cochran, 1963).

Given these assumptions, the reliability of an individual's score is equal

1#j.

to
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and the "reliability" of the group mean score equals

2 2 2 2 2
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where X EX/ = E(T1 + Et) = T + E.

n n

As traditionally defined, then, the reliability of the mean score of a ran-

domly sampled group of persons is 'dentical to the reliability of the score of

an individual sampled from the same population.

Although it may be comforting to be in fi:millar territory with the reliability

of group mean scores, the interpretatio.1 (.1' the index is not clear. If, for

example, X represents the mean achievement test score of the fourth-graders in a

single school, one might attempt test-retest estimation of the reliability of the

mean by randomly sampling schools, administering the test on successive occasions

to all fourth-graders in each sampled school, and computing the correlation be-

tween individuals' successive scores. If the sampled schools could be considered

representative of schools in some larger administrative unit, or perhaps in the

nation, and if fourth-graders could be assumed to be randomly allocated among

schools, the resulting reliability coefficient would be an estimate of the

stability of school means. The magnitude of the corresponding standard error of

measurement could be evaluated by considering national norms for school mean

achievement scores (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974). To avoid the assump-

tion of random allocation of pupils to schools, one could compute the ecological

correlation of school means for successive administrations of the test. How-

ever, the population value of the resulting coefficient would not then equal the

reliability coefficient for individuals. An estimate of reliability consistent
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with the Lord and Novick definition would result only if true-score means and error

means were uncorrelated across schools, and mean errors resulting from successive

administrations of the test were uncorrelaied across schools. Since some school

environmental factors would likely contribute to error in consistent ways, it is

doubtful that the latter assumption could be met.

A Generalization -- Universes and Universe Scores. Rather than defining the

stability of group mean scores through direct extrapolation of classical test

theory, it would seem more productive torfirst give attention to the meaning de-

sired in such an index. The theoretical underprinnings for the generalization

proposed here are contained in Cronbach, Gieser; Nanda and Rajaratnum (1972). A

specific citation provides the needed background:

"A behavioral measurement is a sample from the collection of measurements

that might have been made, and interest attaches to the obtained score only be-

cause it is representative of the whole collection. If the decision maker could,

he would measure the person exhaustively and take the average over all measure-

ments."

"Educators and psychologists have traditionally referred to the average

reached via exhustive measurement as 'the true score' for the person. We speak

instead of a universe score. This emphasizes that the investigator is making an

inference from a sample of observed data, and also that there is more than one

universe to which he might generalize. Any person fits within many defferent

populations. . . . Any observation fits within a variety of universes."

If references to persons are replaced with references to institutions, the

major concepts in the paragraphs cited above still apply. Any measurement on an

institution is a sample from a population of measurements that might be made.

And the institution(s) measured constitute a sample from several potential popu-

lations of institutions. An index of the stability of measurement of an
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institution should specifically reflect the generalizations desired, both with

respect to a population cyr. potential measurements, and to a population of institu-

tions. Indices of stability referenced to specific generalizations will facilitate

unatAbiguous interpretations.

A Taxonomy of Universe Scores for Statewide Asss=isments. Since the objectives

of statewide assessment vary among the states and a given statewide assessment may

have several purposes, it is not surprising that a number of different universe

scores could be of interest. At least five dimensions can be used to structure

a taxonomy of universe scores and corres,onding estimators for statewide assess-

ments. These dimensions are

1) The evaluative referent for interpretation of the universe score:

a) domain of content or abilities

b) normative

2) The type of statistic that constitutes the observed score:

a) the proportion of examinees that answers a question correctly

b) the proportion of examinees that answers a subset of questions

correctly

o) the proportion of examinees that achieves a given cutoff score

d) the proportion of questions answered correctly by an examinee

e) the mean score achieved by an examinee

f) the percentile rank of a mean on a national norm distribution

g) the percentile rank of a group percentile, referenced to a national

norm distribution

3) The universe of measurement content:

a) a single question on a measurement instrument

b) all questions on the measurement instrument administered

c) questions on the measurement instrument administered that are used
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to assess mastery of an objective

d) all questions that could be used to assess mastery of an objective

e) all questions that could be used to assess status in a content domain

4) The universe of examinee generalization - -all examinees of a given age Or

grade in the administrative unit(s) designated:

a) the state

b) each school system in the state

c) each school in the state

d) each classroom in the state

e) each school in 3 schoo! system

f) each classroom in a school system

5) The procedure used to select examinees for assessment:

a) measurement of at; examinees in the universe of interest

b) measurement of a simple ranori sample of examinees'

c) measurement of a stratified ;ample of examinees

d) measurement of all examinees in a simple random sample of classrooms

e) measurement of all examinees in a simple random sample of schools

f) measurement of all examinees in a simple random sample of school

systems

Neither the dimensions nor the categories of the taxonomy provided above are

claimed to be exhaustive. They represent combinations of factors that describe

assessments conducted in several states during the past four years (e.g., Pennsyl-

vania, Florida, Oregon and California) and assessment procedures judged to be of

potential interest.

A given universe score and a corresponding observed score are completely de-

scribed by selecting a categcry from each taxonomic dimension. However, some com-

binations of categories provide universe scores unlikely to be of interest, and
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other combinations may be logically inconsistent. An example of a logically con-

sistent universe score-observed score combination is provided by categories 1-,

2-a), 3-a), 4-b, 5-b). Here the universe score would be the proportion of exam-

inees In each school system in the state that can answer a particular question

correctly. The interpretation of this universe score would be referenced to the

domain of content from which the question was selected. The observed score would

be a sample proportion for each school system, based on measurement of a simple

random sample of examinees In each school system in the state. Considering only

combinations of examinee universes and examinee selection procedures that are

logically consistent and feasible, the taxonomy generates 595 different situations.

Generalized indices of Stability. The most widely used indices of the reli-

ability of individual scores follow Spearman's (1904) definition: "the average

correlation between one and another of...several independently obtained series

of values for p." However, as was illustrated above, correlations of successive

observed scores for institutions may not provide stability indices that can be

interpreted in useful or unambiguous ways. Three alternative indices of stability

are suggested here.

In the literature on sampling from finite populations, the most widely used

indicator of the stability of a statistic is its standard error; that Ts, the

standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the statistic. if the sampling

distribution of a statistic Is known (or better yet, if the central limit theorem

can be invoked), confidence statements can be constructed using the value of the

statistic and its standard error. If (1) is a universe score of interest, and q is

an estimator of 4 with a distribution that is asymptotically normal, an approxi-

mate 100(1-a) percent confidence interval on (1) is of the form q ± za
1-a/2 q
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where

i_anz denotes the 100(1-a/2) percentile of the standard normal distri-

bution, and a
q
denotes the standard error of q.

The standard error of the observed score used as an estimator of the universe

socre is thus suggested as an indicator of stability For use in statewide assess-

ments.

An advantage of the standard error is that its magnitude is expressed in

the same units as those of the observed score it describes. Thus if the observed

score is the mean raw score on an achie%onent test for a random sample of third-

graders in a school syct,m, the standard error of the mean will also be expressed

in raw-score points. For some purposes, this otherwise convenient feature of the

standard error can be troublesome. For example, if the stabilities of two measure-

ment procedures that used different instruments were to be compared, direct com-

parison of respective standard errors would not, in general, be appropriate. In

most instances, one unit on the scale of measurement of one lnstruemnt would not

equal one unit on the scale of measurement of another instrument. A useful fea-

ture of Spearman's reliability index is its lack of dependence on the units of

the measurement Instrument it describes.

An alternative indicator cf the stability of'a statistic that has the "unit-

less" property of the Spearman reliability coefficient is the coefficient of

variation (cv). The coefficient of variation is a discriptor sometimes used in

the theory of sampling from finite populations. it is equal to the ratio of the

standard error of a statistic to the value of the statistic. Thus for an observes

score q with standard errc'r aq, the coefficient of variation equals

cv(q) = aq /q.

The coefficients of variation of the observed scores on two different measure-

ment Instruments can be directly compared, without reference to the units of
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measurement of either instrument. The larger the coefficient of variation, the

less stable the stimate of the universe score of Interest.

To be consistent with the traditions of reliability estimation, It may be

desirable to have an index of stability, rather than an indicator of the Instab-

ility of an observed score. Such an index can be reaaily constructed from the

coefficient of variation as follows:

Define the index of stability (IS) of an observed score q, used as an

estimator of a universe score (I), to be

IS(q) = I - cv(q)3100= E 1 - a /0100 percent.

Using this definition, the Index of stability of an observed score equals

100 percent only if the standard error of the score, across all elements of the

universe, equals zero. The Index of stability equals zero if the standard error

of the observed score is equal in magnitude to the observed score (Note that each

of the observed-score statistics listed in dimension 2 of the taxonomy given above

can only assume nonnegative values.) The index of stability assumes negative

values only when the standard error of an observed score is larger than the value

of the observed score.

'Universe Scores, Observed Scores and their Estimated Standard Errors. Each

combination of factors In the taxonomy provided above leads to a universe score,

a corresponding observed score, and a standard error of the observed score. In

order to estimate the stability of an observed score using the indices suggested

in the preceeding section, an estimate of the standard error of each type of

observed score must be available.

The combinations of universes of examinee generalization, examinee sampling

procedures, observed scores, and universes of measurement generalization that are

logically consistent and likely to be of some interest in a statewide assessment

provide 595 entries in the previously described taxonomy. If the suggested indices

A 44
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of stability are to be computed, an estimator (formula for computing an observed

score) and an estimate of standard error is needed for each of these entries. Al-

though estimators and standard errors are nearly identical for some entries in

the taxonomy, examination of all 595 cases is beyond the scope of this paper.

Only the 170 cases generated by observed score entry 2a) "The proportion of exam-

inees that answers a question correctly" and entry 2b) "The proportion of examin-

ees -;-hat answers a subset of questions correctly" have been Investigated.

An index to estima+ors of universe scores ar'd corresponding standard errors

is provided in Table I. Entries in this table define components of estimators, and

reference specific formulas provided in Table 2. As an example, suppose the

evaluative referent for interpretation of the universe score of interest is a

comain of content or abilities (Category la), the type of statistic that consti-

tuted the observed score is the proportion of examinees that answers a subset of

questions correctly (Category 2b), the universe of measurement content is alt

questions ,n the measurement instrument administered (Category 3b), the universe

of examinee generalization is composed of all examinees of a given age or grade

In the state (Category 4a), and the procedure used to select examinees is simple

random sampling (Category 5b). Reference to the appropriate estimator of the

universe score of interest, and the standard error of the estimator, can then be

found in Table I as Equation (10). Additional information in Table 1, needed to

use Equation (10) for the specified purpose, includes the following definitions:

N denotes the size of the examinee population in the state, n denotes the size

of the examinee sample, M denotes the number of questions on the measurement

instrument to which generalization is desired, and m denotes the number of ques-

tions sampled from the measurement instrument.

After determining the appropriate universe-score estimator and standard

error for a given purpose, the user would turn to Table 2 to find the needed
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fomulas. The parameter; of formulas given in Table 2 would be defined using

the information given in the appropriate cell of Table I. In the example under

discussion, the estimator of the universe score of interest is the sample

proportion of examinee-question contacts that result in a correct answer (p=f/nm),

where f is the number of examinee-question contacts `1+ result in a correct

answer. The standard error of p Is given by the . ession that follows S(p).

No derivations of estimators or standard errors are provided in this paper.

Some c4 the rec;uits provided are new (particularly for stratified sampling of

examinees), but most have been adapted and extended from the writings of

Jaeger (1970), Lord End Nloick (!968, Chatter II), and Sirotr,lk (:974).

Detailed derivation of many resuli.s involving mrtrix sampling may be found in

Lord and Novick, and Sirotnil. derivc.., estimators of standard errors for several

matrix sampling problems. Derivations of many results involving one-dimensional

sampling ( sampling either examinees or questions, but not both) follow develop-

ments provided in Cochran (1963).

In all cases where generalizations from a subset of questions to a sub-

suming set of questions is to be made, it is assumed that elements of the

subset are selected through simple random sampling. When generalizations

are to be made to "all questions that could be written," it is assumed that

the universe of questions is infinite in size. In situations involving

stratified sampling of examinees, it is assumed that examinees are selected

using independent simple random sampling procedures within each stratum.

Finally, In situations involving cluster sa'npling (e.g., sampling of classrooms,

schools or school systems), it is assumed that clusters are selected using

simple random sampling, that clusters may be unequal in size, and that all

examinees within a sampled cluster are measured (single-stage cluster sampling).

The estimators suggested for use in cluster sampling situations provide unbiased

estimation of the universe scores of interest, and other than cluster sizes,

require no information on the populations within ciL,ters. Alternative single-

13
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stage cluster sampling and estimation procedures may provide more efficient

estimation of universe scores, but these procedures require auxiliary information

on examinees in the population (see Jaeger, 1970, 1973 for details).

For a number of the situations identified in Table I, no analytic solution

for the standard error of the estimated universe score is known. For these

cases, the reader is referred to Table 2 for an unbiased estimator of the

universe score of interest, and is instructed to use the jackknife procedure

to estimate the standard error. Details on the application of the Jackknife

procedure can be found in Miller (1964), Most,,Iler and Turkey (1968, and

Jaeger (1970).

Indicators of Cultural Validity.

An achievement measure can be termed "culturally valid" provided groups

or individuals of equal ability have the same chance of performing successfully.

Cole (1973) proposed a philosophically similar definition of tests free from

bias, when used for purposes of selection. Alternative definitions of culturally

fair tests have been provided by Thorndike (1971) Darlington (1971), Einhorn

and Bass (1971), and Linn (1973).

Since the measures used in statewide assessments are administered to

Individuals from diverse cultural and racial groups, and to groups of diverse

cultural and racial composition, cultural validity (in the sense of being

free from cultural or racial bias) is important.

To apply the definition of cultural validity proposed above, one must

have a culturally-fair measure of ability to use as a standard. In statewide

assessments (as in many other measurement situations), such culturally-fair

ability measures are unlikely to exist. Thus it may be impossible to determine

14
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the cultural validity of an entire measurement instrument in these applications.

However, it is feasible to determine the degree to which components of a

measurement instrument provide relative cultural validity, provided performance

on the entire instrument is accepted as a standard of ability. Cardall and

Coffman (1964) and Cleary and Hilton (1968) examined the relative cultural

bias of items on particular measurement instruments (the Scholastic Aptitude

Test and the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test, respectively) using Type 111

analysis of variance models. They used the item-by-group interaction component

of variance as an indicator of the degree of relative cultural bias in the

collective items of an instrument. The Cardall and Cleary procedures did not

permit the identification of specific 17ems that contributed to relative

cultural bias; they only provided a global indicator of relative bias for the

entire instrument.

Another procedure for estimating the relative cultural validity in the

components of a measurement instrument was proposed by Angoff and Sharon

(1974). Their method provided indicators of relative cultural validity for

each item, in addition to providing an overall index for the instrument.

Angoff and Sharon computed a normalized transformation of item difficulties

for members of each of two cultural groups, used these to construct a scatter

plot, and computed the equation of the major axis of the elliptical envelope

surrounding the scatter of points. For each item, the perpendicular distance

from the major axis was used as an indicator of relative cultural bias.

Both the analysis of variance procedure and the Angoff and Sharon procedure

might be said to employ the definition of cultural validity proposed here,

but each uses the score on an entire measurement instrument as a measure of

ability.

15
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Although the Angoff and Sharon procedure was proposed for use with a

norm-referenced achievement test, it could be applied to items that compose a

domain-referenced or objectives-referenced measure. In fact, the procedure

should provide interpretable results when used with any set of items that are

homogeneous in content or purpose.

An alternative indicator of the relative cultural validity of items that

compose a measure can be deveioped using empirical item characteristic functions

(Henrysson, 1971). Again, the indicator is philosophically consistent with

Cole's conditional probability model (1973) of culture fairness. Examinees'

scores on the entire achievement measure are used as a surrogate for a culture-

fair ability measure. The resulting sacrifice is an absolute index of cultural

validity; only an index of relative validity can be obtained.

If the relative cultural validity of an item for members of two groups

Is to be estimated (call the groups Group A and Group B), proceed as follows.

For each group, compute the cumulative distribution of the proportion of exam-

inees who are successful on the item of interest, as a function of total score

on items in a subsuming content domain (or on a subsuming test). For example,

suppose a domain-referenced measure of ability tc recognize sound blends

contains 10 items, and the relative cultural validity of an Item regLiring

identification of the "b1" sound blend is to bP determined. The cumulative

proportion of examinees from Group A who successfully identify "b1" and who

earn scores of zero, one or less, two or less, . . ., on the entire sound

blend item sample would be computed. (this is an empirical item characteristic

function). The same procedure would be completed for examinees in B. As a

measure of the relative cultural validity of the "bl" item, the maximum

difference between the two empirical Item characteristic functions would be

computed. The smaller the maximum difference, the greater the relative cultural

16
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validlty of the item. Fictitious item characteristic functions are iilustrated

in Figure I, below.

100%1

Cumulative percent
correct on "bl"
item

50%

0%.

0

, 10

--7,46.Group A
Group B

Maximum difference

10

Score on items in consonant blend sample
Figure I: Fictitious Empirical Item Characteristic Functions

In the example portrayed by the graphs In Figure I, the maximum difference

between the item characteristic functions occurs at a score value of 5, and

equals about 30 percent. In this example then, the "b1" item would have very

low relative cultural validity, being relatively biased against members of

Group A. Inspection of the curves would show that members of Group A who

correctly answer about 50 percent of the items sampled from the consonant

blends domain suffer the greatest relative bias on the "bin item.

The procedure for estialating relative cultural validity proposed here

would appear to identify those items that are relatively invalid, as does the

Angoff and Sharon (1974) procedure, and in addition, identify the overall

performance level of group members who suffer the greatest relative bias.

This additional information may be useful when one seeks to determine why some

items show relative cultural bias.

Procedures for Investigating Criterion Validity

In some statewide assessments, a pupil is said to have mastered an objective

if (s)he successfully answers k out of K items related to that objective.

The items related to a specific objective are said to constitute an exercise.

17
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The problem of establishing a valid mastery score (k) is herein called the

"criterion validity" problem.

In a recent review of research, Millman (1973) describes five procedures

for establishing mastery scores on objectives-referenced exercises. Several of

the procedures appear to be so administratively cumbersome as to be impractical,

and all require subjective judgment at some point in their application. In short,

there appears to be no universally best solution to this problem.

The procedure proposed here also depends upon subjective Judgments, but

identifies exercises for which independent Judgments are inconsistent.

Its strength then, lies in its consistency requirements.

For random samples of several hundred pupils in each grade assessed,

teachers could be asked to specify whether or not each pupil has achieved

minimal mastery in each conten+ domain assessed. Data should be collected in

such a way that teachers' Judgments of minimal nastery can be matched to pupils'

performance on assessment exercises.

In addition to providing these data, a small sample of randomly selected

teachers should be asked to subjectively Judge the difficulty of exercises

associated with each objective in +he domains assessed in their grades.

These teachers would be asked to provide two types of Judgments. First, they

would be asked to estimate the proportions of pupils who have and have not

achieved mastery of the content domain who should successfully answer I out of

K, 2 out of K, . . K out of K items used to assess mastery of an objective.

Second, these teachers would be asked to relate the difficulty of the exercises,

by estimating the proportion of pupils who should be able to master a given

objective, given that they have demonstrated mastery of another objective.

18
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Using these data, the consistency of actual performance and estimated

performance on each exercise could be examined. The proportions of pupils

identified as masters and non-masters (a) that can successfully answer I out

of K, 2 out of K, . . K out of K items in an exercise and (b) that teachers

judge should be able to successfully answer I out of K, . . K out of K

items in an exercise, could be compared. Large discrepancies between actual and

judged percentages will pinpoint exercises for which prescribed mastery levels

are inconsistent with independent judgments.

Teachers judgements of the conditional proportions of pupils who should

exhibit mastery of one objective, given mastery of another, can be compared to

actual proportions. Again, inconsistencies will pinpoint exercises for which

mastery levels should be reconsidered.

Finally, considering once again the prospect that exercises can be

classified into logical content domains, one could examine criterion validity by

analyzing responses to all exercises in a content domain. If there are N
E
ex-

ercises in a content domain, the proportion of pupils who have achieved mastery

of a given exercise in the domain, and who have achieved mastery of 1 out of N
E

exercises, 2 out of NE exercises, . . NE out of N
E
exercises in the domain,

can be tabulated. Any deviation from a monotonically increasing function would

indicate inconsistency in prescribed mastery levels.

Summary

The most frequent interpretations of data from statewide assessments are

institutional, rather than individual. To judge the quality of such interpreta-

tions, indices of stability and validity appropriate for institutional assess-

ments are needed. Just as traditional psychometric indices prescribe upper

bounds on the quality of interpretations of individual measurements, appropriate

for institutional measurements will provide much needed warning flags.

19
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This paper provides several indices of psychometric quality for

institutional interpretations of measurement likely to be found in statewide

assessments. However, the situations for witch indices of stability are

provided, and the limited types of measurement validity considered make but

a small dent in a problem of major scope. Standard errors of observed scores

must be developed for the 425 cells of the taxonomy not considered in this

paper. And certainly, the taxonomy presented does not exhaust the situations

that may arise in statewide assessments or other institutional uses of

measurement. In the area of validity, progress has barely begun. As the

purposes of statewide assessment are more clearly delineated, needs for

validity indices parallel to those used with individual problems--the ialidity

of domain representations, predictive validity, concurrent validity--will come

into focus.
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Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES*

1) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -

Observed Score
a) Proportion of examinees that answer a

single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

45- Universe of Examin-

ee Generalization
5) Selection

Procedure

a) The State

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

b) All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-

istered

) All exar nees Standard Error
in state equals zero

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of equal
difficulty; then use

Equation (6).
N=pop. size In state
M=No. questions on
meas. instrument

b) SRS examinees
in state

Equation (1)
N=pop. size in state
n=sample size in
state

p=sample proportion
that answer cor-
rectly

Standard error Is not
estimable unless
questions are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (8).

N=pcp. size in state
n=examinee sample size
M=No. questions on
meas. instrument

c) Stratified
sample of

examinees in
state

Equation 12)
N=pop. size in state
K=No. of strata

= pop. size inNR

stratum k
n=sample size
pk=sample propor-

tion in stratum
k

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of equal
difficulty for examin-
ees within a stratum.
This assumption is
probably untenable in
most cases.

*See Table 2 for numbered estimators of standard errors.
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Table

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -

Observed Score

a) Domain of content or abilities

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

a) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

75) Selection

Procedure

a) A Single question
on a measurement
instrument

b) All questions on
the measurement

Jtrument admin-
isered

a) The State d) SRS class-
rooms in
state

e S SRS schools

in state

Equation (3)

N=No. classrooms in
state

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. examinees
in state

classroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

state

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o=pop. examinees

in state

classroom=cluster

Equation (3)

N=No. schools in
state

n=No. schools in
sample

M
o
=pop. size ex-
aminees in state

school=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. schools in

state

n=No. schools in
sample

M
o
=pop. size ex-
aminees in state

school=cluster
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I Evaluative Referent

Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

-a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

) A single question

on a measurement
instrument

b) All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
i ste red

) The State f) SRS school
systems in
state

Equation (3)
N=No. systems in
state

n=No. systems in
sample

M
o
=pop. size ex-
aminees in state

school system=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. systems in

state
n=No. systems in
sample

M =pop. size ex-

° aminees in state
school system=cluster

b) Each school system
in state

) All examin-
ees in school
system

MPS examinees
in school
system

Standard Error
equals zero

Equation M
N=pop. size in

system
n=sample size in
system

p=sample proportion
that answer cor-
rectly

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (6).
N=pop. size in system
M=No. questions on
was. instrument

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (8).

N=pop. size in system
n=examinee sample size
M=No. questions on

meas. Instrument



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARii ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

) Domain of content or abilities

a) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin- 5) Selection
ee Generalization Procedure

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

Ail questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
istered

b) Each school system c) Stratified
in state sample of ex-

aminees in
school system

Equation (2)
N=pop. size in

system
K=No. strata

N
k
=pop. size in
stratum k

n=sample size
p
k
=sample propor-
tion in stratum
k

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of equal
difficulty for examin-
ees within a stratum.
This assumption is
probably untenable in
most cases.

d) SRS class-
rooms in
school system

Equation (3)

N=No. classrooms in
system

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. size examin-
ees in system

clossroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and Jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

system
n=No. classrooms in

sample
M
o
= pop. size examin-
ees in system

classroom=cluster



Tabie

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTiMATORS OF STANDAP' LAORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampied from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

70 Universe of Examin-
ee Generaiization

5) Selection
Procedure

a) A single question b) All questions on
on a measurement the measurement
instrument instrument admin-

istered

b) Each school system
in state

e) SRS schools
in system

Equation (3)
N=No. schools in

system

n=No. schools in
sample

M
o
=pop. size ex-
aminees in system

schooi=ciuster

Standard error is not
estimable uniess
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then anaiytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and Jack-
knife procedure to
estimate steno rd
error.
N=No. schools in
system

n=No. schools in
sampie

M =pop. size examin-
o
ees in system

school=cluster

c) Each schooi in

state
or

e) Each school in

a system

a) Aii examinees
in schooi

) SRS examinees
in schooi

Standard Error
equals zero

Equation (I)
N=pop. size in

school

n=sampie size in

school

p=sampie propor-
tion in school

that answer cor-
rectly

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of equai
difficulty; then use
Equation (6).
N=pop. size in school
M=No. questions on

meas. instrument

/Standard error is not
estimable uniess
questions are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (8).
N=pop. size in school
n=examinee sample size

M=No. questions on
meas. instrument



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

b) All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-

istered

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

c) Each school in

state
or

e) Each school in

e system

c) Stratified
sample of
examinees in
school

Equation (2)
N=pop. size in

school

K=No. of strata
N, =pop. size in

K
stratum k

n=sample size
pk= sample propor-

tion in stratum
k

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of equal
difficulty for examin-
ees within a stratum.
This assumption is
probably untenable in
most cases.

d) SRS class-
rooms in
school

Equation (3)
N=No. classrooms in

school

n=No. classroom. In

sample
M =pop. examinees
° in school

classroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and Jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.

N=No. classrooms in
school

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. examinees
in school

classroom=cluster

d) Each classroom
in state

or
f) Each classroom

in a system

a) All examinees
in classroom

Standard Error
equals zero

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (6).

N=poh size in class-

3

M=N,. questions on
meas. instrument

047(0
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Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -

Observed Score

37Niverse of
Measurement Content

) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

) All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
istered

d) Each classroom
in state

or
f) Each classroom

in a system

b) SRS examinees
in classroom

Equation (I)
N=pop. size in
classroom

n=sample sizA:in
classroom

p=sample proportion
that answer cor-
rectly

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (8).
N=pop. size in class-

room
n=examinee sample size
M=No. questions on

meas. instrument



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of

Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin- 5) Selection
ee Generalization Procedure

ai The State

c) Questions used
to assess mastery
of an objective

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

) Ail examinees
in state

157§Eexaminees
in state

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(6).

N=pop. size in state
M=No. questions that

pertain to ob-
jective

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (7).

N= pop. size in state

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
eaual difficulty;
tne:; use Equation

(8).

N=pop. size in state
n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions that
pertain to ob-
jective

Standard error is not .

estimable unless all
questions In popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (9).
n=examinee sample siz

c) Stratified
sample of

examinees in
state

Standard error is not Standard error is not
estimable unless all estimable unless all
questions are of questions are of equal
equal difficulty for difficulty for examin-
examinees within a ees within a stratum.

stratum. This as- This assumption is
sumption is prob- probably untenable In
ably untenable in most cases.

most cases.



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

TTETO uati ve Referent

Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Domain of content or abilities

) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomiy sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection

Procedure

) Questions used

to assess mastery
of an objective

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

) The State ) SRS class-

rooms in

state

e) SRS schools
in state

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in
state

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. examinees
in state.

classroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of

equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. schools in

state
n=No. schools in
sample

M
o
=pop. size ex-
aminees in state

school=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of

equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

state
n=No. classrooms in

sample
M
o
=pop. examinees
in state

classroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of

equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. schools in
state

n=No. schools In
sample

Mo=pop. size ex-
aminees in state

school=cluster
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Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of

Measurement Content
c) Questions used

to assess mastery
of an objective

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

a) The State f) SRS school
systems in
state

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and Jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. systems in
state

n=No. systems in
sample

M =pop. size ex-
o aminees in state
schooi system=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error Is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. systems in
state

n=No. systems in
sample

M =pop. size ex-
o aminees in state
school system=ciuster

b) Each school system
in state

a) All examin-
ees in school
system

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
eaual difficulty;
then use Equation
(6).

N=pop. size in
system

M=No. questions
that pertain to
objective

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (7).
N=pop. size in system



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

6 Questions used
to assess mastery
of an objective

d) Questions +haf
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

b) Each school system
in state

b) SRS examinees
in school

system

c) Stratified
sample of ex-
aminees in
school system

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(8).

N=pop. size in
system

n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions
that pertain to

objective

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (9).
n=examinee sample
size

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of
equal difficulty for
examinees within a
stratum. This as-
sumption is probably
untenable in most

cases.

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of
equal difficulty for
examinees within a
stratum. This as-

sumption is probably
untenable in most

cases.
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DESIGNATIONS

-1--) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

Table I

OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

) Domain of content or abilities

) Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of

Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin- 5) Selection
ee Generalization Procedure

c) Questions used
to assess mastery
of an objective

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of

an objective

b) Each school system
in state

d) SRS class-
rooms in
school system

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure t
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

system
n=No. classrooms in

sample
M
o
=pop. size examin-
ees in system

classroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
utions for standard
error Is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

system
n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. size examin-
ees in system

classroom=cluster

e) SRS schools
in system

Standard error Is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. schools in

system

n=No. schools in
sample

M
o
=pop. size examin-
ees in system

school=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. schools in

system

n=No. schools In
sample

M =pop. size examin-
o ees in system
school=cluster



Table

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

1) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -

Observed Score
a) Proportion of examinees that answer a

single question correct;y (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-
vant universe)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

c) Questions used
to assess mastery
of an objective

d) QuesTIOTIT+hat
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

c) Each school in

state

or
e) Each school in

a system

) All examinees

in school

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(6).

N=pop. size in
school

M=No. question- at

pertain to ou-

jective

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(7).

N=pop. size in school

b) SRS examinees

in school

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(8).

N=pop. size in
school

n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions that
pertain to ob-
jective

Standard error IS not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of enual
difficulty; then use

Equation (9).
n=examinee sample size

c) Stratified
sample of
examinees in
school

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of
equal difficulty for
examinees within a
stratum. This as-
sumption is probably
untenable in most
cases.

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of
equal difficulty for
examinees within a
stratum. This as-
sumpiton is probably
untenable in most
cases.



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

31751verse of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

a) -Proportion of examinees that answer a
single question correctly (Assume
question is randomly sampled from rele-

vant universe)

c) Questions used
*o assess mastery could be used to

of an objective assess mastery of
an objective

c) Each school in
state

or
e) Each school In

a system

d) SRS class-
rooms in
school

Standard error Is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

school
n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees
o

in school

classroom=ciuster

Standard error Is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

school

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees
o

in school

classroom=cluster

d) Each classroom
in state

or
f) Each classroom

in a system

) All examinees

in classroom

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(6).

N=pop. size in class-
room

=No. questions that
pertain to ob-

jective

Standard error is not
estimable unless all

questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (7).
N=pop. size in class-

room

b) SRS examinees
in classroom

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of

equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(8).

N=pop. size' in class-

room
n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions that
pertain to ob-
jective

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-

lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (9).
n=examinee sample size



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

1) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a single
question correctly
(Assume question
is randomly sam-
pled from relevant
universe)

b) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a subset of
questions correct-

ly (Assume simple
random sampling
of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

a) The State a) All examinees
in state

157 SRS examinees

in state

a

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (7).
N=pop. size in state

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then standard
error equals zero.

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (9).
n=examinee sample

size

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (I).
N=pop. size in state
n=sample size in state
p=sample proportion

that answer cor-
rectly

c) Stratified
sample of
examinees in
state

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of
equal difficulty for
examinees within a
stratum. This%as-
sumption is probably
untenable in most
cases

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (2).
N=pop. size in state
K=No. of strata
N
k
=pop. size in
stratum k
=sample proprotion

k in stratum k

;P7



fable I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a single
question correctly
(Assume question

is randomly sam-
pled from relevant
universe)

b) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a subset of
questions correct-
ly (Assume simple
random sampling
of questions)

3Y Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-

ee Generalization

7-76(7-8tate

1..,0
c)

1

5) Selection

Procedure

SRS class-
rooms in
state

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

A single question
on a measurement
instrument

Standard error is not
estimable unless
questions are of
eaual difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and Jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in
state

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees
o

in state

classroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (3).
N=No. classrooms in
state

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
o

state
ciassroom=cluster

) SRS schools
in state

Standard error Is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. schools in

state
n=No. schools in
sampie

4
o=pop. size ex-

aminees in state
school=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (3).
N=No. schools In state
n=No. schools in

sample
M =pop. examinees in
o

state
school=cluster



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

a) Domain of content or abilities

Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a single
question correctly
(Assume question
is randomly sam-
pled from resevant
universe)

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

he ate

Selection
Procedure

SRS schoo
systems in

state

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

Standar error s not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.

N=No. systems in
state

n=No. systems in
sample

M =pop. size ex-
° aminees in state
school system=cluster

b) Each school system
in state

) Ail examin-
ees in school
system

b) SRS exam naes
in school

system

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (7).
N=pop. size in system

Standard error s not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (9).
n=examinee sample

size

39

ropo ion of ex-
aminees that an-

swer a subset of
questions correct-
ly (Assume simple

random sampling

of questions)

) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

tandard error s no

estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (3).
N=No. systems in
state

n=No. systems in
sample

M =pop. size ex-
° aminees in state
school system=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then standard
error equals zero.

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (I).
N=pop. size in system

n=sample size in
system

p=sample proportion
that answer cor-
rectly



DESIGNATIONS

I) Evaluative Referent

Table I

OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

3TTilverse of

a) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a single
question correctly
(Assume question
Is randoally sam-

pled from relevant
universe)

b) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a subset of
questions correct-
ly (Assume simple
random sampling
of questions)

Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

b) Each school system
in state

) Stratified
sample of ex-
aminees In

school system

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of
equal difficulty for
examinees within a
stratum. This as-
sumption is probably
untenable in most
cases.

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (2).
N=pop. size in school

system
K=No. of strata
N
k
=pop. size In
stratum k

p
k
=sample proportion
in stratum k

d) SRS class- Standard error Is not
rooms in estimable unless
school system questions are of

equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and Jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

system

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. size examin-
ees in system

classroom=cluster

Standard error Is not
estimable unless
specific question Is
sampled; then use
Equation (3).
N=No. classrooms in

system
n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. size examin-
ees in system

classroom=cluster



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -

Obsacved Score

la) Domain of content or abilities

ID Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a single
question correctly
(Assume question
is randcrnly sam-

pled from relevant
universe)

b) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a subset of
questions correct-
ly (Ass4. e simple

random sampling
of questions)

3) Universe of

Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

e) Questions that a) A single question
could be used to on a measurement
assess status in instrument
a content domain

b) Each school system
in state

e) SRS schools
in system

Standard error is not Standard errs, ," Is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
than analytic sol-
ution for standard
error is unknown, so
use Equation (3) to
estimate p and Jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.

N=No. schools in
system

n=No. schools in
sample

M0 =pop. size examin-
ees in system

school=cluster

estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (3).
N=No. schools in
system

n=No. schools in
sample

M =pop. size examin-
o
ees in system

school=cluster

c) Each school in

state
or

e) Each school in

a system

a) All examinees
in school

Standard error is not Standard error is not
estimable unless estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then use Equation
(7).

N=pop. size in
school

specific question is
sampled; then standard
error equals zero.



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

T) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a single
question correctly
(Assume question
is randomly sam-
pled from relevant
universe)

b) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a subset of
questions correct-
ly (Assume simple
random sampling
of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-

ee Generalization

7.:E) Each school in
state

or
e) -Each school in

a system

5) Selection

Procedure

Tor) SRS examinees

in school

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

Standard error fiTTOT
estimable unless all
questions In popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (9).
n=examinee sample

size

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question.is
sampled; then use
Equation (I).
N=pop. size in school
n=sample size in

school

p=sample proportion
that answer cor-
rectly

c) Stratified
sample of
examinees in
school

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions are of
equal difficulty for
examinees within a
stratum. This as-
sumption is probably
untenable in most
cases.

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
samp!ed; then use
Equation (2).
N=pop. size in school
K=No. of strata
N
k
=pop. size in
stratum k

p
k
=sample proportion
in stratum k

42



Table

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

roport on of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a single
question correctly
(Assume question
is randomly sam-
pled from relevant
universe)

b) Proportion of ex-
aminees that an-
swer a subset of
questions correct-
ly (Assume simple
random sampling
of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

a) A single question
on a measurement
instrument

c) Each school in
state

or
e) Each school In

a system

d) SRS class-
rooms in
school

.tandard error Is not
estimable unless
questions are of
equal difficulty;
then analytic sol-
ution is unknown, so

use Equation (3) to
estimate p and jack-
knife procedure to
estimate standard
error.
N=No. classrooms in

school

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M
o
=pop. examinees
in school

classroom=cluster

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question Is
sampled; then use
Equation (3).

N=No. classrooms in
school

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
o

school
classroom=cluster

d) Each classroom
in state

or

f) Each classroom
in a system

) All examinees
in classroom

Standard error is not
estimable unless all
questions in popu-

lation are of equal
difficulty; then
use Equation (7).
N=pop. size in class-

room

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then standard
error equals zero.

b) SRS examinees
in classroom

Standard error is not
estimable urless all
questions in popu-
lation are of equal
difficulty; then use
Equation (9).
n=examinee sample
size

43

Standard error is not
estimable unless
specific question is
sampled; then use
Equation (I)
N=pop. size in class-

room
n=sample size in
classroom

p=sampie proportion
that answer cor-
rectly



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic

) Domain of content or abilities

T6) Propbrrion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

0 All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
istered

c) Questions used to
assess mastery of
an objective

a) The State a) All examinees
in state

EquatiA (4)
M=No. questions

on meas. instru-
ment

m=No. questions
sampled

N=pop. Si73 !r1

state

Equation (4)
M=No. questions on

instrument that
pertain to objective

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

N=pop, size in state

b) SRS examinees
in state

Equation (10)
N=pop. size in state
n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions on
instrument

m=No. questions
sampled

Equation (10)
N=pop. size in state
n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions on
instrument that per-
tain to objective

m=No. sampled
questions tht per-
tain to objective

c) Stratified
sample of
examinees in
state

Analytic solution i

unknown unless
questions are sam-

pled independently
for each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (12).
N.=pop. size in

stratum i

K=No. of strata
n.=sample size in

stralum i

14=No. questions on

instrument
m=No. questions

sampled for each
stratum

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sam-
pled independently
for each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (12).
N

i

=pop. size in
stratum i

K=No. of strata
n

i

=sample size in
stratum i

M=No. questions on
instrument that
pertain to ob-
jective

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective
for each stratum

44



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

21- Type of Statistic -

Observed Score

) Domain of content or abilities

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

b) Proportion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

4) Universe of Examin- 5) Selection
ee Generalization Procedure

b) All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
istered

c) Questions used to
assess mastery of
an objective

a) The State d) SRS class-
rooms in
state

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation

(3) to compute p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

state
n=No. classrooms in

sample
M
o
=pop. examinees
in state

classroom=cluster

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

state
n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees
o in state
classroom=cluster

) SRS schools tAnalytic solution forAbalytic soFution for
standard error is un-in state standard error is un-

known. Use Equation

(3) to compute p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-

mate standard error.
N=No. schools in

state
n=No. schools in
sample

M =pop. examinees
in state

school=cluster

known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,
then use jackknife
procudure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. schools In
state

n=No. schools in
sample

M =pop. examinees
o in state
school=cluster

f) SRS school Analytic solution for
systems in standard error is un-
state known. Use Equation

(3) to compute p,

then use jackknife
procudure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. systems in

state
n=No. systems in
sample

M =pop. examinees

41.5 ° in state
school system=cluster

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,

then use jackknife
procudure to esti- .

mate standard error.
N=No. systems in

state
n=No. systems in
sample

M =pop. examinees
o

n state
school system=cluster



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

1) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Domain of content or abilities

b) Proportion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Cocitent

4) Universe of Examln- 5) Selection
ee Generalization Procedure

b) Each school system
in state

a) All examin-
ees in school
system

b) All questions on c) Questions used to
the measurement assess mastery of

instrument admin- an objective
istered

Equation (4)
N=pop. size in school

system
M=No. questions on

meas. instrument
r1=No. questions sam-

pled

Equation (4)
N=pop. size in school

system
M=No. questions on

instrument that per-
tain to objective

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

b) SRS examinees
lei school

system

Equation (10)
N=pop. size in school

system
h=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions on
instrument

m=No. questions sam-
pled

c) Stratified
sample of ex-
aminees in
school system

Equation CIO)
N=pop. size in school

system

n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions on
instrument that per-
tain to objective

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

Analytic solLi-lon is

unknown unless
questions are sampled
independentiy for
each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (12).
N.=pop. size in

1

stratum i

K=No. of strata
n.1 =sample size in

stratum i

M=No. questions on
instrument

m=No. questions sam-
pled for each
stratum

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sampled
independently for
each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (12).
N =pop. size in

stratum i

K=No. of strata

n
i

=sample size in
stratum i

M=No. questions on
instrument that per-
tain to objective

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective
for each stratum



Tale

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

b) Proportion of examinees
subset of questions
simple random sampling

that answer a
correctly (Assume

of questions)

c) Questions used to
assess mastery of
an objective

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

b) All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
istered

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

b) Each school system
in state

d) SRS class-
rooms in
school system

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation

(3) to estimate p,
then use Jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
:=No. classrooms in

system
n=No. classrooms in

sample
M =pop. examinees in
o system
classroom=cluster

Analytic solution for
,standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then use Jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

system
n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
0 system
classroom=cluster

e) SRS schools Analytic solution for
in system standard error is un-

known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then use jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
N=No. schools in

system
n=No. schools in

sample
M
o
=pop. examinees
in sample

school=cluster

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then use Jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
N=No. schools in
system

n=No. schools in
sample

M =pop. examinees
0 in sample
school=cluster

c) Each school in
state

or
e) Each school in

a system

a) All examinees Equation (4)

in school N=pop. size in
school

M=No. questions on
meas. instrument

m=No. questions
sampled

Equation (4)
M=No. questions on

instrument that per-
tain to objective

m=No. sampled
questions that pe--
tain to objective

N=pop. size in school



. Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

3) Universe of

Measurement Content

b) Proportion of examimees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

b) Ali questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
istered

c) Questions used to
assess mastery of
an objective

c) Each school in
state

or
e) Each school in

a system

b) SRS examinees
in school

07Tratified
sample of
examinees in
school

Equation (10)
N=pop. size in school
n=examinee sample
size

=No. questions on
instrument

m=No. questions
sampled

Equation (10)
N=pop. size In school
n=exam;nee sample
size

M=No. questions on
instrument that per-

tain to objective
m=No. sampled

questions that per-
tain to objective

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sam-

pled independently
for each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (12).
N =pop. size in

I

stratum 1

K=No. of strata
n =sample size in

1 stratum 1

M=No. questions on
instrument

m=No. questions
sampled for each
stratum

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sam-

pled independently
for each examinee
stratum; then use

Equation (12).
N

I

=pop. size in
stratum i

K=No. of strata
=sample size 14.1

i

.1

stratum I

M=No. questions on
instrument that per-

tain to objective
m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective
for each stratum



Table 1

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

1) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

b) Proportion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-

ee Generalization

5) Selection

Procedure

b) All questions on
the measurement
instrument admin-
istered

c) Questions used to
assess mastery of
an objective

c) Each school in
state

or
e) Each school in

a system

d) SRS class-
rooms In

school

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

school

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
o

school
classroom=cluster

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

school

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
school

classroom=oluster

d) Each classroom
in state

or
f) Each classroom

in a system

a) Ail examinees
in classroom

Equation (4)

N=pop. size in
classroom

M=No. questions on
meas. instrument

m=No. questions
sampled

Equation (4)
M=No. questions on

Instrument that per-
tain to objective

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

N=pop. size in class-
room

b) SRS examinees
in classroom

Equation (10)

N=pop. size in
classroom

n=examinee sample
size

M=No. questions on
instrument

m=No. questions
sampled

Equation (10)
N=pop. size in class-

room
n=examinee sample size
M=No. questions on

instrument that per-
tain to objective

m=No sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

1) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Domain of content or abilities

b) Propailon of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

d) Questions that
could be used to
assoss mastery of
an objective

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

a) The State a) All examinees
In state

Equation (5)
Question population
assumed infinite
m=No. sampled

questions that per-
tain to objective

N=pop. size in state

Equation (5)
Question population
assumed infinite
m=No. sampled

questions
N=pop. size in state

b) SRS examinees Equation (11)
in state N=pop. size in state

n=c\dminee sample
size

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

Question population
assumed infinite

Equation (11)
N=pop. size in state
n=examinee sample
size

m=No. sampled
questions

Question population
assumed infinite

c) Stratified
sample of
examinees in
state

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sampled
independently for
each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (13).

N
1

=pop. size in
stratum i

K=No. of strata

n
i

=sample size in
stratum 1

m=No. questions
sampled for each
stratum that per-
tain to objective

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sampled
independently for
each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (13).
N

1

=pop. size in
stratum i

K=No. of strata
n

1

=sample size in
stratum i

m=No. questions
sampled for each
stratum



Table

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

a) Domain of content or abilities

33 Universe of
Measurement Content

b) Proportion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess master/ of
an objective

a) The State d) SRS class-
rooms in
state

Analytic solution for
standard error Is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in
state

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees
in state

classroom=cluster

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,

then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

state
n=No. classrooms in

sample
M =pop. examinees
o

in state

classroom=cluster

S S schoo s
in state

Ana y c so u ion for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,
then use Jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. schools in

state

n=No. schools in
sample

M
o
=pop. examinees
in state

school=cluster

Ana ytic so u ion for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. schools in

state
n=No. schools in
sample

M =pop. examinees
° in state

school=cluster

SRS school

systems in
state

51

Analytic solution tor
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,
then use Jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. systems in

state
n=No. systems in
sample

M
o
=pop. examinees
in state

school system=cluster

Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to compute p,

then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. systems in
state

n=No. systems in ,

sample
M
o
=pop. examinees
in state

school system=cluster



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

1) Evaluative Referent

Type 63Statistic
Observed Score

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

al Domain of content or abilities

b) Proport iOTTiriZiiiinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

b) Each school system
in state

a) All examin-
ees in schoo
system

Equation (5)
Question population
assumed infinite

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

N=pop. size in
school system

Equation (5)
Question population
assumed infinite
m=No. sampled

questions
N=pop. size in school
system

b) SRS examinees
in school

system

Equation (11)

Question population
assumed infinite
N=pop. size in school
system

n=examinee sample
size

m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

Equation (11)

Question population
assumed infinite
N=pop. size in school

system
n=examinee sample
size

m=No. sampled
questions

c) Stratified
sample of ex-
aminees in
school system

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sampled
independently for

each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (13).
N

I

=pop. size in
stratum

K=No. of strata

n
I

=sample size in
stratum i

m=No. questions
sampled for each
stratum that per-
tain to objective

Analytic solution 1s
unknown unless
questions are sampled
independently for
each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (13).

N1=pop. size in
stratum i

K--No. of strata

n
1

=sample size in
stratum I

m=No. questions
sampled for each
stratum



Table 1

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent a) Domain of content or abilities

Z) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

b) Proportion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume

simple random sampling of questions)

3) Universe of
Measurement Content

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

-5) Selection
Procedure

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

b) Each school system
in state

d) SRS class-
rooms In
school system

schoo s
in system

Analytic solution for
standard error Is un-
known. Use E. ation
(3) to estimate p,
then use jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

system
n=No. classrooms in

sample
M
o
=pop. examinees in
system

classroom=cluster

Ana yt c so u ion or
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then vse jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
N=No. schools in
system

n=No. schools In
sample

M
o
=pop. examinees
In sample

school=cluster

c) Each school 1n
state

or
e) Each school in

a system

) All examinees
In school

Equation (5)
Question population
assumed infinite
m=No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

N=pop. size in
school

e Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

`Analytic solution for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation

(3) to estimate p,
then use jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
N=No. classrooms in
system

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
o system

classroom=cluster

na y c so u on or

standard error is un-

known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then use Jackknife
procedure to estimate
standard error.
N=No. schools in
system

n=No. schools in
sample

M =pop. examinees
o

L n sample

school=cluster

Equation (5)
Question population
assumed Infinite
m=No. sampled

questions
N=pop. size in

school



Table 1

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERVED SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent ) Domain of content or abilities

2) Type of Statistic -
Observed Score

Universe of

Measurement Content

b) Proportion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questiors)

4) Universe of Examin-
ee Generalization

5) Selection
Procedure

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

c5-Each school In
state

or

e) Each school in
a system

b) SRS examinees
in school

Equation (II)
Question population
assumed infinite

N=pop. size in school
n=examinee sample

size

m.No. sampled
questions that per-
tain to objective

Equation (11)
Question population
assumed infinite
N=pop. size in school
n=examlnee sample

size
m=No. sampled

questions

c) Stratified
sample of
examinees in

school

Analytic solution 1

unknown unless
questions are sam-
pled independently
for each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (13).

N
1

=pop. size in
stratum 1

K=No. of strata
n

1

=sample size in
stratum 1

m=No. sampled
questions for
each stratum that
pertain to ob-
jective

Analytic solution is
unknown unless
questions are sam-

pled independently
for each examinee
stratum; then use
Equation (13).

N
I

=pop. size in
stratum 1

K=No. of strata
=sample size in

1

stratum 1
m=No. questions

sampled for each
stratum

S c ass-
rooms in

school

na y c so u on for
standard error is un-
known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
than use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

school
n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
school

classroom - cluster

na y c so ut on or
standard error is un-

known. Use Equation
(3) to estimate p,
then use jackknife
procedure to esti-
mate standard error.
N=No. classrooms in

school

n=No. classrooms in
sample

M =pop. examinees in
o

school
classroom=cluster

54



Table I

DESIGNATIONS OF ESTIMATORS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF OBSERV70 SCORES
USED AS ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES

I) Evaluative Referent

2) Type of Statistic -

Observed Score

a) Domain of content or abilities

b) Proportion of examinees that answer a
subset of questions correctly (Assume
simple random sampling of questions)

3) Universe of

Measurement Con+-nt

4TU;;:erse of Exam n-
ee Generalization

d) Questions that
could be used to
assess mastery of
an objective

5) Se ection

Procedure

e) Questions that
could be used to
assess status in
a content domain

d) Each classroom a) examinees
in state In classroom

or
f) Each classroom

in system

Equation (5
Question population
assumed infinite
m=No. sampled

questions that per-
tain to objective

N=pop. size in
classroom

Equation (5)
Question population
assumed infinite
m=No. sampled

questions
N=pop. size in

classroom

b) SRS examinees
in classroom

Equation (II)
Question population
assumed infinite
N=pop. size in

classroom
n=examinee sample
size

m=No, sampled
questions that per-
tain to .)bjective

Equation (II)
Question population
assumed infinite
N=pop. size in

classroom
n=examinee sample
size

m=No. sampled
questions



Table 2

ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS

ESTIMATOR STANDARD ERROR

pk(1-pk) 1/2

(I) f = number sampled who answer
correctly

( 0 = f/n ) = (estimator)

(2) f
k

= number sampled in stratum k
who answer correctly

nk = sample size in stratum k

S(p) = (N-n) p( 1/2

(Nk - nk)S(p) =
kI

Nk.

[
N2 k Id

Pk = fk

nk

K
( P = kEIVIk/Opk ) = (estimator)

(3) M. = number of examinees in i-th
cluster

pi = proportion of successes in
i-th cluster

-S).p N
n

(1-f) E (M.p
i

- 7)211

r-771-717 i=1

1/2

Mo

_ I n
T = M.p.

n i=1 1 1

f = n/N

= N
1 =1

M.p.) = (estimator)
nM =1
0

1

(4) f = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts that result
in correct answers

Nm = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts

NM = population size of question -
exam i nee col.'acts

( p = f/Nm ) = (estimator)

S(p) NM-Nm p(I-11/2
I(Nm- )NM
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Table 2

ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS

(5)

(6)

t7)

(8)

(9)

ESTIMATOR STANDARD ERROR

f = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts that result

in correct answer's

Nm = number of sampled examinee-
question contacts

(p = f/Nm) = (estimator)

f = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts that result

in correct answer.

(p = f/N) = (estimator)

f = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts that result
in correct answer.

(p = f/N) = (estimator)

f = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts that result

in correct answer

(p = f/n) = (estimator)

f = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts that result
in correct answer

S(p) = p(I-p)11/2

p(I-011/2

1/2

p(I-p) 1/2

iNm -

S(p) =I NM N

S(p) p(I-p)

1 N-1

S(p) =.1 NM - n
L(6-1 )NM

S(p) = l_p(l-p)11/2
n-I j

(p = f/n) = (estimator)



ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS

Table 2

ESTIMATOR STANDARD ERROR

(10) f = number of sampled question- S(p) = I ;(M -m) n(N-I)82 +
examinee contacts that result ,,fm(t1-1)(N-1)
in correct answer

(p = f/nm) = (estimator) m(M-I)(N-n)82
E
+ (M-m)(N-n)02 i)1/2

where variance component estimators are
defined as follows:

Let:

E. = total score of i-th examinee
on m sampled items

I. = total of scores of n sampled
examinees on j-th item

X.. = score of i-th examinee on j-th
I-I item

Define:
/ = I S2 = I 2E - 1( 2 E

mr-1-7717 i=1 i=1

V = I S2. = 1 TT2 - 1( T 7.12
n(m-1)1j=IJ Fj=1 J.

r n
V
ET

= 1 E E Xii - 1 E Ei

n-I)(m-1) I i=1 j=1 Fli=1

E1.+2 n
- I E 1. + I ( E E.)

n j=1 J nm i=1

Then:

8 = N-I
2 VE - (I-m/M) VEI

m

82 VI - (I-n/N) VEI

M
n

=
(N-I)(M-1) V°E1 EL

NM



Table 2

ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS

ESTIMATOR STANDARD ERROR
r

(II) f = number of sampled question- S(p) ..r) I Ln(N-1)8
2
+ m(N-n)8E +

examinee contacts that result mn(N-I)

in correct answer
(p = f/nm) = (estimator)

2 1.1/2
(N-n)8 ELI)

where variance component estimators
are defined as follows:

Let:

E.

II.

V
E,

V1, and VET- be defined
I, j,

Equat.as n ion (10).

Then:

8 2 = N
1

N-I m

2
= [v1 (1-n/N)VE1i

2
8pE = N-I VEI



Table 2

ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS

ESTIMATOR STANDARD ERROR

(12) f. = number of sampled question- S(p) =[1 2S2(^. )11/2
i=1

I

1" 1 t

examinee contacts that result !

in correct answer for examinees
in i-th stratum. where

(1i.) =
2

[(11-m)n (N.-1)8
i Ii

mn.(M -I)(N. -I)

2
+ m(M-I)(Ni-n1 )8Ei

W. = t\l,
1 1

11-- 2

K
+ (M-m)(Ni-ni)8(u)],

(15 =

1E 1 "
W.p.) = (estimator)

i

=

and the variance components for the i-th
stratum are defined as follows:

Let:

E, = total score of j-th examinee
in 1-th stratum on m sampled
items.

k
I.

1

= total of scores of n. sampled
examinees in i -th stratum on

k-th item
X. = score of j-th examinee in i-th
IJk stratum on k-th item

Define: 0
n '

1 2 1"1 2 -I 111 21

V, - -- S = Is, 1 E-E. -I( t E. )

Li m Ei m(n
i

-1)1,1-1 1j ni j=1

E.

t.

2

VI. 7r SI. I
LT11.2( T 1, )21

1 1 1 ---fini(cT5T-1
lk m k=1 ik j

ni T X2. -1111 E 2V( ri) = I

j-lk=1 IJk mj=1 1j

1

GO ..

T 12 + (ni E )2
n k=1

,
n m j=1 ij



Table 2

ESTIMATORS OF UNIVERSE SCORES AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS

ESTIMATOR STANDARD ERROR

(13) f. = number of sampled question-
examinee contacts that result
in correct answer ft)! ,;("6:

examinees in the i -th stratum.

pi 1 fi

Then:

2 CV - (1-mfM)V
(Ef)i

crE' Ni Ei

.2 r-V
1

(I ITni)V
(EI) .

aj = M - I 1

n.

.2

(El)
= (N. - 1)(M - I)

Nip, V(EI).
1

S(p) = 01 W!S2(p
i

)1112
=

S (pi ) = I rn (N.-I )^a2 +
imn

1

(N -1) L I t'

N = N

m(N -n
i

).
2

cr + (N -n.)a
1

1 I (Er)
i

.2

E

1=1

where variance component estimators are

W. = N. defined as follows:

N Let:

Eij, Ilk, Xijk, VE, VI., and V(Eni

(p =
i 1

W pi) = (estimator)
=

be defined as in Equation (12).

Then:
I

t
- V

2 N 1

E.
a = 1 1 1

t N. m
I

2
n

(fu1. -i> V .

N- .(El 1/

'311

= 1

Jn

i

.2 N.

(EI)

N V(E1)

Gt.


